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DON'T CALLUS,
WEWON'T ANSWER

NASA Publi0 Services Branch_ Office of "Unidentified"areextraterrestial vehicles, rescinded, All documentation regarding

External Relations has issued the follow- With the termination of Project Blue the former Blue Book investigation has

Jogpressrelease. Book, the Air Force regulation establish, been permanently transferred to the
ing and controlling the program for in- Modern Military Branch, National

NASA-Reports of unidentified objects vestigating and analyzing UFO's was Archives and Records Service.
entering United States air space are of , ,,

interest to the military as a regular part of
defense surveillance. Beyond that, the

U.S. Air Force no longer investigates We'll Answer But
reports of UFO sightings._

U This was not always the case. On
ecember 17, 1969, the Secretary of the

Air Force announced the termination of

Project Blue Book, the Air Force program NASA-In July of lg77, Dr. Frank Press, clearly open for such a possibility.

for UFO investigation started in 1947. Director of Science and Technology "We have given considerable thought
The decision to discontinue UFO in- Policy, Executive Office of the President, to the question of what else the United

vestigations, the USAF said, was based wrote to Dr. Robert A. Frosch, the States might and shou(d do in the area of
on: (1) an evaluation of a report (Often NASA Administrator, suggesting that UFO research. There is an absence of

oalled the Condon Report) prepared by NASA should answer a#l UFO related tangible or physical evidence available

the University of Colorado and entitled mall and also to consider whether NASA for thorough laboratory analysis. And,

"Scientific Study of Unidentified Fly- should conduct an active research pro- because of the absence of such evidence,

ing objects;" (2) a review of the Univer- gram on UFO's. In a letter dated Decem- we have not been able to devise a sound

sity of Colorado report by the Nationwide, bar 21, 1977, Dr. Frosch agreed that scientific procedure for investigating

Academy of Sciences; (3) past UFO NASA wi)# continue to respond to UFO these phenomena. To proceed on a re-
studies; and (4) Air Force experience related mail as it has in the past [Ed. search task without a sound disciplinary

investigating UFO reports for two Note: By referring the writer to NICAP, framework and an exploratory technique

decades, or other organizations] and, if a new (n mind would be wasteful and probably
As a result of these investigations and element of hard evidence that UFO's unproductive.

I
studies, and experience gained from in- exist is brought to NASA's attention

Ed. Note: We hope that Dr. Frosch and
vestigatiog UFO reports since 1948, the from a credible source, NASA will

NASA do not use the criteria of the pres-

conclusions of the Air Force were: (1) analyze the unexplained organic or ence of "tangible physical evidence avail-
no UFO reported, investigated and inorganic sample and report its findings, able for thorough laboratory analysis" as
evaluated by the Air Force has ever given Quoting from Dr. Frosch's December

any indication of threat to our national 21 letter: " . . . If some new element being necessary to the funding of other
NASA programs. If they do the agency

security; (2) there has been no evidence of hard evidence is brought to our atten-

submitted to or discovered by the Air tion in the future, it would be entirely might as well terminate all of their

j_:orce that si_jhtings categorized as appropriate for a NASA laboratory to exobiology programs now.,
:"Unidentified" represent technological analyze and report upon an otherwise "1 do not feel that we could mount a

developments or princip#es beyond the unexplained organic or inorganic sample; research effort without a better starting

range of present day scientific knowledge; we stand ready to respond to any bona point than we have been able to identify

and (3) there has been no evidence in- fide physical evidence from credible thus far. I wou(d therefore propose that
dicating- that sightiogs categorized as sources. We intend to leave the door /Continued on next page)
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.... AIRQUAKEACTIVITY
NASA take no steps to establish research (_

in this area or to convene a symposium

oot.,s.ob,ect CONTINUESTOPLAGUE"l wish in no way to indicate that

NASA has come to any conclusion about
these phenomena as such; institutionally,

we retain an open mind, a keen sense of EAST COASTscientific curiosity and a will}ngness to

analyze technical problems within our
competence."

Ernest Jahn, NICAP's regional investi- two readings, They also calculated the

gator in New York, recently spent several frequency of the wave at burst of two

weeks investigating reports of air quakes cycles per second.

occurring along the Eastern Coast of the The next reported air quake activity

Editorial 0°,,0. states. The areas affected experi- was on January 8. 1978at8:30andg:30eneed loud rumbling sounds accompanied am EST. Two additional air quakes were

by shaking of the ground. In some cases felt but not recorded in the vicinity of

there were reports of a brilliant yellow Moncks Corner, South Carolina approxi-

Comment ,,... occurring simultaneously with the merely fifty miles from the Charlestonphenomena, area.

On January 12 at 11:25 am and at

2:40 pro, iar quakes were again felt_-d
For 14 of NICAP's 21 years the orga- registered in Charleston, Beaufort I .

nization has eked out an existence lar Moncks Corner, South Carolina. This

largely dependent upon member response ! quake was accompanied by a loud boom

to continual pleas for donations. It is I Continuing his investigation of the and moderate to severe shaking of the

regrettable but true that we must again East Coast air quake phenomena, NICAP ground, Citizens reported the rattling of
request that you consider a donation. Investigator Ernest John recontacted the windows, scattering of small objects and

Along with NICAP's privilege of acting University of South Carolina Geological in one case a report of a crack in a newly

as an individual membership organization _ Unit and was advised that additional air finished interior wall was verified by an

dedicated to factual, sympathetic re- quakes had been reported in the vicinity insurance adjuster,

search of the UFO phenomena, goes the of Charleston, South Carolina from On January 18, at 7:26 am, air quakes

dilemma of having its financial support January 3 to January 8. were once more felt and registered at

come primarily from member dues. Each On January 5 at 9:00 am and 11:00 Folly Beach, Moncks Corner and Sum-
am EST, air quakes were once again re- merville, South Carolina. Their infre-

passing year we feel the pinch more.

Prices have skyrocketed; NICAP dues ported on Folly Beach, South Carolina. quency was determined to be two cycles

have not, Membership handling, publish- These reports as well as those on January per second and of a low amplitude not
ing costs and mailing are gradually push- 3 were not recorded by seismographic characteristic of normal seismic readings

ing some of the vitally needed new pro- equipment but were heard and felt by resulting from earth tremors,

grams we hoped to institute into oh- residents of the area and caused moderate Jahn has requested that copies of all

scurity, shaking of the ground, available records of registered quakes be
John was advised by USC that the forwarded to him for authentication so

NICAP needs your donations. A $5.00 seismic equipment had been placed inland that information of these occurrences

donation from each member could make from the beach and recorded the sonic may be charted. As always, Our readers

the difference, Your tax deductible waves on minute after the initial wave will be kept informed of future develop-
dollars can fund desired programs and had struck the beach area. It was their ments.

ease the load of existing ones. NICAP be- opinion that the disturbance was de- Meanwhile information received by

longs to its members. Please help us take finitely sonic in nature. To support this NICAP investigator John from cont|
the best possible care of your possession statement they indicated that based on in England indicate that on Decerd_,,.

by acting today and sending your the air wave moving at 1,100 ft. per 21, 1977, at 2:00 pm Greenwhich Mean

donation, second, the distance between the beach Time, Coastguardsman Peter Baker re-

and" inland seismic equipment would have ported hearing and feeling an air quake at

caused the one minute delay between the (Continued on nextpage)
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(Air Quakes continued/ lends it hope. Maybe, one day, even the planet, Until then we'll have to content

Air Force will admit that intelligent life ourselves with Project UFO, a program';s station located on St. Just Island in
forces from other parts of the universe which is, after all, only one more form of

.e village of Cornwall, five miles north
exist and make witnessed visits to our entertainment.

of Land's End. He had stated that the

tremor caused by the quake made him
run from his station because of severe I I

shaking• He also stated that a fellow F[[DBACN/nBadBPS wPileCoastguardsman stationed at Gwennap
Head, which is in the same vicinity, had

felt the air quake too. A check by English I ]

investigators indicated that no Concorde
Aircraft were known to be in the area DearSirs,

Enclosed is a copy of e paper clipping found among other papers from an estateat the time and no offshore oil rigs were

operating in the area or using explosive in the process of liquidation. It appears to have been cut for the purpose of use as
devices, a pattern piece, perhaps a shirt or dress.

The paper seems to be from the Cleveland Herald. Dates from articles on the

reverse side support the assumption that it was printed on December 29. The year is
" ' obvious, 1883. The state, Ohio. " .........

Although there is no easy way to investigate the sighting, it may belong in your

files. Anyone interested is welcome to seethe original• =

Review-Project UFO The articel is viewed by us as amusing due to the similarity in descriptions ofsightings today and this one in the year 1883. I believe that the Air Froce can be+
found blameless this time,

Sincerely,

Project Blue Book, terminated by the Mrs. Wm. Hart
Air Force in 1969, has been resurrected
;n Jack Webb's new NBC production, Pro. A MYBTE_

".t UFO. Borrowing from some of the st,.._oo_,j

project's most spectacular moments, .t _wcol.o_=t=w., (_AB]_.

Webb's new show emphasizes a certain Arec_a,u:a, pb,_fmo_o,w_ok_or,'_llu 8_0])J)l_Ol, l '.'-integrity in its makeup. Air Force proce- the bez_.%u$h_re ]_._=_J_h_ ,alld i_loelB_t3

dure is factually reported, sensationalism muc_puz_t_ to =ccoti,_£o<tbe stra_ra _.
curronco, . _slzorbt!m6 a£t_l'tdark a |argo

left to the few kooks let into each show bright li=hta_i,¢arCd, mlddeuly Jn tho, e_s_ern co_ ot erv_ _,_c_:unr_. .

for comic relief. Dialogue is scanty and _ a few (legrle_ above I;_8 horize_ _ud IDal_l LIRIJOI¢.

serves more as a )aad in for some of the _art_d iu a dIrcc_nonhof_xlinch. 3.1_aoh=
_ec_izn+lthoab;_aranceo£an _Jmo_ _a_d V I I.;N ND.. '

unusual (and unusually good for TV) volumeof whtte l_ght_=nd in its tlt._ht;a_ro_ _answer _OO.'_*aJ'.tN/'_NOI'_H.

special effects that actually carry the _cf_ the h_av0u_.b/_ a b._'gh¢_r_i_.,:_t_cb 'theoP°n'eze_fn_,
program• Perhaps too many revivals of lighted tm the wo0d_ en_ '-o;t' for _erlesof eve wRh'

Dragnet (a show that goes back farther ]zu small tr,._csuteribllSh0sco,lidbe 31_L _o_crve.d._oats75o._orti_ctlyby r_dy por_o_I__ez'awho

than I can remember engender my feelings al_m° mm_s.ano_wa¢.!1big the_._objeel;._here_ark_b_oAvbr slow_o_sshlRularwi_hCh" '.. BURDITT& _0_TH_]_aua_0t;,
of dislike for the two sticklike lead ....

o(I which tbeobjoc_ lraverse_Itheh_vau_,i_ bd- \ • " " -" . .,, + --

characters, one of whom is a younger, ,o._,.. _lv+_._gs_,wlmmr_Jo_=_w0ro+,b_ngSm°by _hoit.n"mb"r='+otr_'_roh,_vo " ;_:A'_: :+:Y_A_T_" ":.....
uniformed version of good old "Joe a_l b_on_'..vonflhypoUtua,r_as t_ _b5 probableCtltl_flOf thJ_¢p(.¢llJJ:Ir.Ils_por_O_C&|pIlOltOlllg_ ""

Friday." The show's biggest fault, and i _i non._n(l so_e b_mkthe objectwm_m_ _m- J._l_'. flr_.
lite but the .re wnes_ o_ ita pro_(_e_."__ctce__he.

perhaps the only one, can actually be ;i_=s- sky lmr,-e:+abuud,_utroomtodoubt, _i==)COP* _. CONOBRTB_
blamed on the Air Force• People who are _t'd_: r,_,,,tno_sof thi_supp_ir_ou. !h _. ; , •
not knowledgeable about UFO phe- _=oc +-- . . _'_':_t_._-_ ax ,'i_w_r,w_n

1¢,F. HOb • ;NEro";rA.I_JT_S.
nomena will not stay with the program =_.'_ , ....

long if they continue to neatly explain I_ of _ c,ra _grom One 0:£ •_hatcher;'l'rimto=o (_- j _j_]
, ¢_ %1"0-%&'_llll_¢I'Olll. " " " _ = " • * +

away. some very fascinating accounts as + C___T_T_L_I• " P_II )."_ONI;;_ - "
"swamp gas" or reflected moombeams. !c_:,:o n_ z_re&lclnoeontr_u'_: AD:J)CIIORUS_S.
There are those of us who feel that such ' _;_I- I_ttord_zuomtze_zpleas+_e_o_ddmy te_-

xplanations are so much sho_ change-- _s'.ot timonialtd the manyno_vinyoueposacqs- Gcnor_la:!mhs[ou._(le.Itcser_c_tm,:d_r:/o,_o
t_ tt[_(l si071, TCan,_aytIIIl_ _your coll_h medlclb_ bch",,I,'it V:m :'ep_& Co/s,on alttl nnor _at,-

_he conclusions too definite, the answers , . . - _ " ur y,.Dev.._
d_ 1 mo _o_O ,_O0CIStnn a_y o.hcr I ove_ u3cd.

too pat. But if its endings are the show's : aut!'istaostlme•l{espoct_tly, .: _ : --"-+,o+,,+,t++++e, aoo. +-=+,+.++.,
lIi'.IIar_sCou_hSyrupc_sbnothin_'l_It

sympathy shown the sighters during the pres- do_nogood. _'- "1 _'_ Ui-"_course of the Air Force's investigations [.or- _. .: ._, _. , : ,,
t
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NiCAP
The largest private organization investigating UFOs. . . founded 1956.

WHAT IS N/CAP?
The National Investigations Committee on Aerial Phenomena. Inc. (NICAP) is • I_'iv•te, nonprofit corporation devoted

to conducting research in the field of aerial phenomena and specifically on the subject of unidentified flying objects (UFOs).

NICAP was founded to answer the need for • serious.minded civilian organization that could scientifically investigate UFO
reports •ttd make reliable information available on the UFO subiect.

WHAT ARE UFOs?
UFOs are unexplained phenomena. They have been reported by many different people, under many different circum-

stances, for •t least 25 years. Various theories have been offered to account for them. but scientists do not agree on which
theory cscorrect. Not all UFOs. of course, are equally difficult to expta{n. Many, in fact, cease to be mysterious on¢_ • proper
investigation is made and • qualified researcher has evaluated the evidence. But a substantial number of reports remains un-

identified even after careful analysis, and it is these residual hard-core cases th;_t constitute the nucleus o_'the UFO problem.

WHAT IS THE STATUS OF THE UFO PROBLEM?
UFOs are • real and continuing phenomenon, documented by thousands of reports from ell over the world. If science is to

sOlVe the rtddle of thmr identity, • thorough and on-going proptam must be conducted that is not subiect to political con.
sideratmns or the changing moods of the news media. NICAP has made • major contribution toward implementation of such

• program, and is continuing to urge the scientific community to share in this effort. But any ptorjram of this magnitude
needs public support, and NICAP regards further public participation in UFO research as vitally important. The answer to

this problem depends on the work of organizations like NICAP, the scientific community, and the determination of people
who heheve that man should explore his environment with an open mind.

WHO ARE NICAP MEMBERS?
NICAP has • world wide membership made up of individuals who have a serious interest in the subject of UFOs and meet

the memharshil= requirements, i.e. have e sincere interest in the objectives of NiCAP.

HOW YOU CAN JOIN NICAP
Membership apl_ication is a simple procedure. Just complete the attached membership form and mail it with your first

year's dues to NICAP.

WHAT YOU RECEIVE AS A NICAP MEMBER
You will receive 12 monthly issues of NICAP's newsletter. UFO Investigator, which contains reports on UFO sightings

evaluated by NICAP, related science and news articles, photographs imd thmr analys=s, and, in general, a complete repotting
on what is happening in the UFO field.

You will be given the opportunity to purchase books and other UFO.related items at a discount from the regular I_ice.
You will become part of an international organization and thus support research and dissemination of information on the

per_olexmg problem of UFO_.

NAI"IONAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMITTEE ON AERIAL PHENOMENA

NICAP • SUITE 23 • 3535 UNIVERSITY BLVD., W. • KENSINGTON, MD. 20795
Please enter my name as a member of NICAP. I understand this entitles me

to receipt of a monthly newsletter and other benefits. I have signed the ANNUAL DUES,
application form.

United States S 10.00

NAME Foreign $12.00

ADDRESS MAKE CHECKS PAYABLE TO NICAP
SENO U.S. CURRENCY ONLY

Zip Cod_
Dues payment enclosed.

S=gn Here

UFO INVESTIGATOR published by the National InvestigationsCommtttee on Aerial Phenomena,Inc, (NlCAP®)+Editor: BrendaChube.AII rights
reserved,exceptquotat=onsof 200 wordsor lesswith credLt.Publishedmonthly at Kensington,Md., for NICAP membersand subscribers.Correspon-
dence should be sent to NICAP, Suite 23, 3535 UniversityBled West,Kensington,Md+20795 For information on back issues,write: University
Microfilms,300 N, ZeebRd., Ann ,_rbor, MI 48106.


